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CEO Comment
I took the role ready to embrace the challenge of supporting
business growth and advocating on behalf of members.
I knew we had an active, supportive membership base, and it
is great to now have nearly 12 months experience to witness
first-hand the depth of talent, diversity and willingness to
succeed that exists within our membership.
The recent Business Awards was a fantastic example of this.
Our winners across the categories, and our Supreme Winners
in particular, typify the entrepreneurial spirit that I’ve come
across time and time again in getting to know our members.
Whether you are the biggest business in the region or the smallest, the principles of
building a great business are the same, and I congratulate all our entrants for giving it go
and reminding us what a fantastic business community we have.
I’d like to take the opportunity to thank the Chamber’s sponsors who I’ve had the
pleasure of getting to know this year. Our cornerstone sponsors, Business Award
sponsors, communications sponsors and other event sponsors make it possible for the
Chamber to support you. It has been a time of change for the Chamber in terms of new
personnel and a new direction, and I’d like to offer my sincere thanks for supporting us
through this journey.
I’d like to acknowledge the team at the Chamber, and as we go to print we are preparing
to welcome our fourth new staff member this year. I have confidence that with a full
compliment in place the Chamber is well placed to deliver our new strategy in 2018
that I outlined in October. We’ve provided a brief update on where we’re at in terms of
implementing the strategy in this edition.
Finally, my sincere thanks to all of you, our members, for supporting the Chamber for
another year, and for warmly welcoming the new team onboard. We look forward to
a prosperous year in 2018, with more event and training offerings to support you in
business. From myself and the Chamber team, have a wonderful holiday season and we
look forward to seeing you in 2018.
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– we have got it all covered; have you??
Contact us now for a free, no-obligation quote.”

CROMBIE LOCKWOOD (NZ) LIMITED
14 Oxford Street, Richmond — Phone: 03 543 9021 — Website: www.crombielockwood.co.nz
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2017 BUSINESS AWARDS SUPREME WINNER

2017 NPI Supreme Business Award Winner:
Abel Tasman Canyons
Like many thriving businesses, Abel Tasman
Canyons grew out of a passion.
Founded by Toine Houtenbos and partner Eva Maureau in 2012,
Abel Tasman Canyons is all about getting people off the beaten track
and experiencing nature’s playground. Guides takes customers into
the remote canyons of the National Park using a combination of
jumping, sliding, abseiling, swimming and ziplines to follow gorges
downstream.
“One of the most common questions we get is ‘what is canyoning?’.
People assume we use boats or tyres when canyoning, when in fact
we make use of water polished shutes and waterfalls and everything
Mother Nature has provided” says Eva.
The Business Award judges said Abel Tasman Canyons was a
pioneering business for the region and New Zealand, extending
into a canyoning school and initiating audit standards. They said
Toine embodies dedicated professional leadership, oversight and
mentoring skills.

“Our initial thought was that we would not find anything interesting
or challenging in the Abel Tasman National Park due to its geology.
But the canyons and the spectacular surroundings surprised us, it
turned out that the Abel Tasman was a prime canyoning location”
says Toine.
Toine and Eva are now into their sixth summer of canyoning, and
it’s set to be their busiest one yet. “People in Europe are much more
familiar with canyoning than Kiwis are, so a lot of our customers have
been international. It’s been much harder to get the word out with
Kiwis, but we are starting to see a growing local base of enthusiastic
canyoners”.
The judges said Abel Tasman Canyons is an adventure company
grounded on absolute professionalism across all areas, including
environmental impact.
One of the key challenges in establishing the business was applying
for Department of Conservation concessions to ensure the business
had no environmental footprint in what is a special place to many
New Zealanders. This was a key part of the business and something
that was important to Eva and Toine.

PHOTO CREDIT: Bare Kiwi

Toine is one of just eight canyoning guides in the world qualified
at trainer level by the International Canyoning Organisation for
Professionals, and discovered the Abel Tasman by default. Rain in the
Nelson Lakes Area meant the Abel Tasman was his only option for
canyoning that day, and the rest is history.

“We had thought about entering several times but never made
the time. Last summer we decided we were going to do it and just
completing the entry itself has been an amazing exercise.
“Getting down on paper what’s been in our minds for the business
has provided real clarity for our business goals, and we would
encourage anyone thinking about entering to do it. Just make the
time early and it will be a worthwhile exercise” says Eva.
And of course, winning both the MediaWorks Small Medium
Enterprise Award and the Nelson Pine Industries Supreme Business
Award has been an added bonus. “We were just really happy to have
entered. We never dreamed we’d win the SME Award, let alone the
Supreme Award. To say we were stunned was an understatement!”

“Operating in any National Park in New Zealand is an absolute
privilege which we do not take for granted” says Toine.

The cherry on the top was picking up the keys from the generous
team at Bowater Honda, who have provided three months of driving
a Honda CR-V. Until that day, Eva and Toine had never driven a brand
new car. “It was an amazing drive back to Motueka that day!” says
Eva.

Entering the Chamber’s Business Awards has always been an
ambition for Eva and Toine; prior to setting up base in Motueka,
Toine worked as the Operations Manager for Adrenalin Forest in
Christchurch where he completed an application for the Canterbury
Champion Business Awards and saw the value gained by the
business.

“The team at the Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce have been
great, at any time during the application there was always someone
available to call on for valuable advice. The process may seem
daunting at first but the team will guide you through it. Whatever
the result of the awards, any entrant will walk away with so much. A
big thank you to the team at Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce!”
www.commerce.org.nz
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Congratulations to our 2017
NPI Business Award Winners
To all our entrants into the 2017 Business Awards, congratulations.
The judges said the calibre of entries was extremely high, which made
selecting a winner a difficult task. Thank you to all of you for entering
and making this year the excellent competition that it was. We hope
that you’ve found the process of entering a great opportunity to review
the direction of your business.
The quality of the 2017 entrants showcases the diversity and depth of
businesses we have in this region.

2017 Business Award entrants

NELSON FORESTS INVESTING IN PEOPLE AND SKILLS AWARD
WINNER: Ngāti Koata Trust
The judges were drawn to the ethos of Ngāti Koata Trust
and its targeted focus on its people.
Its mission statement - hei hapai i nga whai hua o te iwi (our mission is to support
the cultural, social, political and economic wellbeing of our people, our places and our
treasures) succinctly sums up the organisations beliefs and its deliverables.

Nelson Forests Investing in People and Skills Award

At its core is tiaki tangata (caring for our people), both the development of its
management and governance and importantly reaching into its community to
support its people, their aspirations and needs to succeed themselves.

NZME CUSTOMER SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD
WINNER: Paradise Brokers
The judges said Kenn Butler strives to ensure his clients feel valued and important.
Kenn is a well-recognised member of the region’s business community. His integrity
and values are well known and highly respected. His positive support through a
range of business community and wider groups demonstrates his dedication to our
region.
The reach and growing following that Kenn has developed is testament to his effort,
integrity and commitment.
NZME Customer Service Excellence Award

DATACOM INNOVATION AWARD
WINNER: Heke Homemade Herbals
Emma Heke has taken the humble staple of tea and elevated it to new heights.
The judges recognised the teas are all fresh, no chemicals and sustainably produced.
In what has become a busy ‘craft’ tea sector, Heke Homemade Herbals is providing
original blends and fusions of tea and herbs for wellbeing support through a variety
of distributions including an IPA beer.

Datacom Innovation Award
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Emma has shown terrific dedication and commitment to fine tune the production
of teas. It is this relentless pursuit of refining her art that the judges considered
embodied the characteristics of innovation. With growing support it’s hoped that
Emma can develop this start-up innovation into commercial sustainable success.

2017 BUSINESS AWARDS

FAIRFAX MEDIA BUSINESS START-UP AWARD
WINNER: R&R Kayaks
The judges were impressed with the hard work involved and the smart economic
pathways for marketing supported by good collateral and strong branding.
The business innovation was clear to see with the introduction of twilight tours and
a solid and committed investment into its people.
R&R Kayaks demonstrates a simple yet smart success story. It has the foundations
for a sustainable and profitable future.
Fairfax Media Business Start-Up Award

MEDIAWORKS SMALL MEDIUM ENTERPRISE AWARD
WINNER: Abel Tasman Canyons
The judges were impressed with the unique story behind the establishment of this
business, its representation of the region and outstanding customer experience.
It is a pioneering business for the region and New Zealand, extending into a
canyoning school and initiating audit standards. Co-owner Toine Houtenbos
embodies dedicated professional leadership, oversight and mentoring skills.

MediaWorks Small Medium Enterprise Award

NEW ZEALAND KING SALMON LARGE AWARD
WINNER: Wilsons Abel Tasman
Like many in the community, the judges were familiar with this classic, heritage
business which has been operating in the region, specifically the Abel Tasman, for
over half a century.
Yet Wilsons Abel Tasman has not remained static but rather met the challenges of
an ever-changing landscape in which to operate from environmental to regulatory.
Wilsons have continued as stalwart stewards of the national park and invested their
expertise, time and money in reaching out to a potential international demand,
justifying their position as a stellar star for the Abel Tasman.

NZ King Salmon Large Business Award

VODAFONE SPECIAL AWARD FOR LARGE BUSINESS EXCELLENCE
WINNER: McCraes Blinds and Screens
This was a surprise award announced on the night. As there can only be one winner
in each category the judges decided this year to take the unusual step of creating
an additional award in recognition of a particularly excellent business.
In short, this a success story – from garage to greatness on the tenacity and
dedication of Annette and Shane McCrae.
The judges were all impressed with the journey this business has been on to date
and it has all the right ingredients to continue to prosper.

Vodafone Special Award for Large Business Excellence

PHOTO CREDIT: Tim Cuff Photography

NELSON PINE INDUSTRIES SUPREME BUSINESS AWARD WINNER
The Winner is Abel Tasman Canyons
In the judges’ opinion this business ticks all the boxes. It is an adventure company
grounded on absolute professionalism across all areas. Health & safety is afforded
the highest priority and the judges were impressed with the marketing plan which
is targeted and focussed.
Co-owner Toine Houtenbos displays impressive leadership skills and is one of
only 8 canyoning guides in the world qualified at trainer level by the International
Canyoning Organisation for Professionals.
Abel Tasman Canyons is a business well deserving of this esteemed award and
should be congratulated for showcasing our region with such professionalism, fun
and vitality.

2017 NPI Supreme Business Award

www.commerce.org.nz
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REGIONAL BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP SCHEME

The importance of sticking to a plan
“Know where you’re going, and live and breathe
your business plan” – wise words from Matthew
and Julene Cropp, founders of Bees Brilliance
natural skincare products.
Matthew and Julene established Bees Brilliance in 2014 after being
approached to create a natural skin brightening range. There were
grand ideas aplenty in the beginning, but the husband and wife
team quickly realised they needed to surround themselves with the
right expertise.
“Our plan right from the start has been international, so we looked to
those with a global reach to help us” says Julene.
It was their accountant at Crowe Horwath who introduced Matthew
and Julene to the Regional Business Partnership Scheme, which saw
them receive funding towards developing a sound business plan.
Matthew says the effort they put into the business plan has helped
them stay disciplined and focused on their long-term goals. “As a
small business, resources are finite and planning doesn’t make you
money. It’s tempting as a start up to chase all your ideas and leads,
but planning grounds you and helps you to focus on where you’re
going”.
As part of developing their business plan, Matthew and Julene
worked out where their strengths lay, and have been quite deliberate
about sticking to their respective areas. And while they have a longterm goal for the business, they’ve also learnt the need to evolve and
adapt.
“Every year we re-evaluate our goals for the year ahead, ensuring
they lead us to the bigger picture. We like to have short-term,
specific, tangible goals that we can achieve” says Julene.
The expanding business is now exporting products across South East
Asia and Matthew and Julene have grown the business to a team of
nine. Despite the product success they are most proud of the team
they’ve built. “Our priority is our people first, because without them
we wouldn’t be where we are now”.

So what’s their advice for businesses starting out? “You can’t build a
business on your own, and you don’t know what you don’t know. Get
advice and help from others. Talking to the Chamber is a great place
to start – they’ll point you in the right direction.”

To be eligible for a Capability Voucher
a business must be:
Operating with 50 or less FTEs
GST registered in New Zealand
Operating in a commercial environment
– i.e. currently trading
Privately owned or a Māori Trust or Incorporation or
similar organisation managing Māori assets under
multiple ownership
Complete a brief business assessment, to identify needs.

To find out how the Regional Business Partnership Scheme can
help your business, contact Trina Zimmerman,
info@commerce.org.nz or call 548 1363.

Matthew and Julene Cropp - founders of Bees Brilliance
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What to expect from the Chamber in 2018
There has been fantastic support from our
members following the announcement of
the Chamber’s new direction and strategy in
October. Grant Kerr, Chamber CEO, says the new
strategy is ultimately about providing increased
value for Chamber members.
Off the back of the successful 2017 Business Awards, Grant and
the Chamber team and Board have been busy planning the
implementation of the new strategy in 2018.
“There are five pillars in our strategy; advocacy, networking, business
partnership development and education, membership value and
trade. We are looking across each of these areas to identify new
opportunities, and where we can improve our current practices and
offerings.”

ADVOCACY
Taking a stronger advocacy position on the issues that matter most
to members is important, with the recent Waimea Community Dam
consultation an example. The Chamber made a submission to both
the Tasman District Council and the Nelson City Council supporting
the Dam as a way of securing water supply for the region, but
pointed out concerns from members regarding the affordability of
the project.
“Advocacy on issues that affect business in our region is an area
we really want to take the lead on. We will be actively seeking our
member’s views throughout the year on a range of issues to ensure
the Chamber represents a wide range of views to influence key
decision makers” says Grant.

NETWORKING
The Chamber will continue to offer its successful monthly luncheons,
Business After Five and flagship annual Business Awards, with next
year being the 30th anniversary. The annual Aspire conference will
also continue, but delegates can expect a new and improved format.
In addition, the Chamber will be reviving the Business Women’s
Network in partnership with Bowater Honda, and provide events to
welcome new members onboard. The Chamber will also host two
CEO breakfasts a year to provide an update from the Chamber.
The team is also working closely with other partners and members
to bring high calibre guest speakers throughout the year. A number
of these events may be offered over and above our planned monthly
luncheons in a different format.

Chamber Special General Meeting
Wednesday 13 December 2017
The Chamber will be holding a Special General Meeting as part of our
Chapman ER Business After Five at FORD’s Bar & Restaurant at
5.30pm on Wednesday 13 December.
The Special General Meeting is being held to seek approval on proposed
changes to the Chamber’s constitution regarding the appointment,
election and re-election of Board members, including the appointment
of a fifth ordinary Board member.
More details about the Special General Meeting, and the proposed
constitution changes, are available on our website: commerce.org.nz

BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
AND EDUCATION
More structured and targeted professional development and
training opportunities will be available to the business community
throughout 2018, through a significantly expanded Business
Building Blocks series. In early 2018 the Chamber will be calling for
Expressions of Interest from members who wish to partner with
the Chamber to deliver the series. This will offer the opportunity for
businesses to not only receive training on current trends and issues
facing businesses, but also create valuable business to business
connections.

MEMBERSHIP VALUE
The Chamber is looking to create more discounts and benefits
through member to member offers. If you’re keen to provide a
discount to fellow Chamber members and have the Chamber
promote this on your behalf, then get in touch.

TRADE
Creating efficiencies for Nelson Tasman businesses exporting
nationally and internationally is a priority for the Chamber, and the
team is currently exploring potential opportunities.
“With the new Chamber team in place, we are looking forward to
an exciting year next year where we hope members will experience
improved engagement and offerings from the Chamber” says Grant.

Find out more at commerce.org.nz
www.commerce.org.nz 7
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Top tips for a smooth ride through the
festive season
The lead-up to Christmas and the holiday season
creates an additional deadline. Businesses are
often run off their feet supplying goods and
services and running parallel to that are the
seasonal businesses that are flat out catering to
the influx of visitors. It can also be a difficult time
cash flow wise with holidays looming, suppliers
wanting payment and key tax dates around
GST and provisional tax soon after returning in
January.
The rollercoaster ride through this time of year provides its own
issues and the time to plan for a smooth ride is now. What helps a
business through this time is planning, consistency, communication
and no surprises. It doesn’t matter whether you close over the
holiday break or have your busiest time, there are common issues to
think about and here are some of the key ones:

1.

Make invoicing a priority – the sooner you get your invoices
out, the more chance they will be paid on time.
Ensure they are clear and any potential issues are dealt with
beforehand. Give customers and suppliers easy options to pay
you – everyone’s busy!

2.

Plan for the highs and lows of demand well in advance
– specifically around stock and staff. Do you need holiday cover
for your team? Do you know when your suppliers close and
then re-open? Do you have stock on hand to cover the
close-down period? Have you factored in ordering lag time?
There’s nothing worse than having customers or work to do and
not being able to supply.

3.

Do a seasonal cash flow forecast. Work out week-by-week
what your cash flow will be to ensure everything is accounted
for and you have funding lines in place. Many business owners

find that despite being run off their feet, they are still short
of cash. It is important to understand why that is happening
and plan cash demands in the upcoming period including tax
payments due in January. Ensure you have some buffer in your
forecast for those unplanned events as it is not easy getting last
minute finance over the summer break.

4.

Communicate clearly with customers, suppliers and staff
around key deadlines, closedown periods and payment dates.
The last thing you need is surprises and it is important that your
staff are included and on board.

5.

Keep marketing active. It doesn’t matter how long your business
closes for, or how busy you are, you should still keep your online
presence active and engaging and be responding to all inquiries
and emails. Make it a priority for you and the staff to keep
interacting with customers and potential customers. Try to
capture data as this will also help you plan for next year.

“Make invoicing a priority - the sooner
you get your invoices out, the more
chance they will be paid on time.”
In summary, the lead-up to, and the holiday period itself, can be
a stressful time for all and it is important that you make the most
of it for your business. The common theme through all the tips is
planning. Think ahead, ensure you follow good processes, manage
staffing and supplies, communicate and have robust budgets and
forecasts in place. Planning now will help ensure a smooth transition
into 2018.

For more information please contact:
Andrew Smith
Partner
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phone

03 548 2139

email

andrew.smith@crowehorwath.co.nz
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Minimum wage increase is just the beginning
The minimum wage increase is already old news,
but it will continue to have an impact for some
time yet. This change is the start of measures
likely to increase wage costs and affect how
business is conducted.
To recap briefly – the minimum wage will increase to $16.50 from
1 April 2018. That is a 4.8% increase. It will continue to increase
culminating to $20 per hour on 1 April 2021. A 27% increase over
4 years. For a full time employee on minimum wage the annual salary
will be $41,600. Youth rates are set to be abolished within 12 months.
The Labour led government has also stated they will change the
Equal Pay Bill the previous National government had proposed
in order to prevent a case similar to the $2b aged care workers’
settlement. ‘Fair Pay Agreements’ are an additional manifesto
promise which will set out minimum employment conditions across
industries and sectors for terms such as wages, allowances, weekend
and night rates, hours of work and leave arrangements.
There are changes also proposed for contractors. Within the first 12
months in government, Labour has set out to extend the right to
bargain collectively to contractors who primarily sell their labour,
and investigate measures to improve job security for people in
‘precarious forms of employment’ which includes contracted and
sub-contracted workers.
What does this mean for employers? To state the obvious, it will
increase costs. For employers with proportionally more employees
at or near the minimum wage level, that increase in cost will be
proportionately higher.
If you currently have a wage differential between positions your
employees will want to maintain the differential. As such it is not only
minimum wage earners who will expect a significant wage increase.
The 90 day trial period is set to change too. Employees will be able to
challenge a dismissal in a new ‘referee service’, that will hear the case
within three weeks. It will have the power to reinstate the employee
and award them compensation. It raises the question of whether
there would be any point of having a trial period. Reinstatement

as the primary remedy for all unjustifiable dismissal claims is also
planned to make a comeback as it is part of Labour’s 100 day plan.
There are a number of other changes that will affect how businesses
operates. The flexibility currently permitted around when and how
rest and meal breaks are taken will revert to the prescribed measures
that previously existed. There is a pledge to investigate options for
ensuring people who work more than 40 hours per week receive
adequate remuneration, consultation on minimum redundancy
compensation, and the right for an elected H&S representative in all
businesses irrespective of the size.
For those businesses with Collective Agreements there will be
a number of changes to increase the power of unions including
the reintroduction of the requirement to conclude bargaining,
encouragement of Multi Employer / Union Collective Agreements,
removal of the ability to deduct wages for low level industrial action,
elected union delegates to get reasonable time at work to carry out
their union duties, and increasing protection against discrimination
based on union membership.
Unfortunately none of these measure help to improve productivity.
It is important employers start to consider the impacts on their
organisation now, and plan for it in advance. Increasing prices
incrementally is often more palatable to customers than one large
increase. Putting in place plans to increase productivity needs to
happen before the business is in trouble. If you need to restructure
your staffing this takes time, and again is better done before the
business is in distress.
As with any change in government, the legislation changes are set to
continue.

For more information please contact:
Kay Chapman
Director/Owner
Chapman Employment Relations
phone
email
web

03 545 0877
kay@chapmaner.co.nz
chapmaner.co.nz

Employment Law Human Resources Training
03 545 0877 office@chapmaner.co.nz chapmaner.co.nz

www.commerce.org.nz
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Awaroa Lodge is nestled amongst nature in the Abel Tasman,
offering peace and tranquillity and only accessible by water,
air or on foot. Well known in the region, it started life as a
backpackers and café in the early ’90’s and over the years has
welcomed guests and day walkers from all over the world. In
2016 the Lodge’s ownership changed and in July 2017 the
property returned to local hands under the management of
Capstone Hotels & Resorts. During the winter the main lodge
was refurbished and a brand new team is delivering the highest
levels of customer service and quality.
Featuring a range of accommodation options, restaurant, bar
and an outdoor pizzeria which will open every day during
summer (weather permitting) offering a relaxed casual option
for guests and track walkers. Check out the website for packages
and pricing – we look forward to welcoming you soon!

GK Events Hire Ltd is a small family run business, generated from
a love of collecting and making. We aim to provide something
unique for events in the Nelson, Tasman region.
GK Events Hire specialises in handcrafted giant games that will
keep guests entertained for hours. Our games are perfect for
corporate functions, fundraisers, social gatherings and weddings
- basically any place where you would like to keep guests
entertained, mingling and having fun. Most can be played inside
or out, and all have been made with care and attention to detail.
Our extensive hire list also offers an eclectic range of rustic,
vintage furniture and styling items that will add a special touch
to any event. We are always searching for new and unique items
and specialise in creating custom made pieces to complete
your vision.
At GK Events Hire we pride ourselves on hiring quality goods at
reasonable prices, and providing a helpful friendly service.
We can also assist with styling ideas, signage, delivery/collection,
and set up/pack down if required.
Create a fun, unique day with GK ...

a
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Abel Tasman National Park
03 528 8758
info@awaroalodge.co.nz
awaroalodge.co.nz
awaroalodge.co.nz
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Vinegar
products

Goulter’s Vinegar Products is proud to say we are a family
run business based in Nelson. The company is based around
the expertise of the proprietor Tim Goulter who has 44 years’
experience as a wine and vinegar maker. Tim established
Goulter’s Vinegar Company in 1997 and now supplies us with
vinegars which we market under Goulter’s Vinegar Products Ltd.
Not only do we sell our products throughout New Zealand but
also abroad.
Our authentic Goulter’s organic apple cider vinegar was selected
as a finalist at the NZ Food Awards in 2016. The major point of
difference with our product is the fact that we do not dilute our
vinegar with water before bottling thus making it totally natural.
Goulter’s also sell a delicious kiwifruit vinegar and an all natural
house cleaner called Citrogar - which can be purchased at your
local supermarket or online.
We have also spent the past four years producing and testing
a natural vinegar herbicide which we know is healthier for our
people, animals and the environment.
We believe in the POWER OF VINEGAR hence our passion to use
nature in the way she was intended.
a
p
e
w
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122 Tahunanui Drive, Nelson
Charlie: 027 8463 111 Trish: 027 236 4565
products@vinegarpower.co.nz
vinegarpower.co.nz & naturalherbicide.co.nz
Goulters Organic Cider Vinegar
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14 Eban Rd, RD1, Richmond
021 035 2882
gkeventshire@gmail.com
gkeventshire.co.nz
gkeventshire

Officially launching in 2008, IdealCup is the very first reusable
coffee cup to be designed and MADE IN NEW ZEALAND.
The IdealCup is a truly environmentally friendly alternative to
disposable cups. It’s 100% BPA free, dishwasher, microwave and
freezer safe, fully recyclable, leak and spill proof and designed
for a lifetime of reuse and enjoyment.
IdealCup is uniquely designed with built-in ‘fins’, to dissipate
heat and allow the cup to be held comfortably, whilst minimising
use of raw materials in our product – no nasty silicon here!
We have recently launched our campaign to Make Motueka
Disposable Cup Free (read more at https://www.facebook.com/
MakeMotuekaDisposableCupFree/).
The IdealCup is the “ideal” marketing and promotional tool
which is easily customised with your printed brand. We can also
offer custom PMS colour matched cups and lids, to match brand
colours.
We enjoy relationships with customers from all areas of industry,
including small and large business. The IdealCup is widely
available throughout NZ with a RRP of $17. Shop online at
www.idealcup.co.nz. Wholesale enquiries welcome.
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Wellington & Motueka
021 226 3333
info@idealcup.co.nz
www.idealcup.co.nz
IdealCup
IdealCup

IdealCup

MEET OUR MEMBERS

L KEOWN
BUSINESS SERVICES

aining

.nz

The seamless link between you and your accountant ™
“I can give you back your time, let me help you with your
bookkeeping challenges today”.
• Full bookkeeping and administration services.
• Full accounts management through to filing your end of year
accounts with your accountant.
• A mobile service for your convenience. I can come to you or
work remotely from home.
• Specialising in small to medium business.
The service provided is aimed to consistently exceed
expectations of my clients no matter how large or small.
I am able to offer both efficient and flexible solutions that
suit you and your business. I provide a service that can liaise
between you and your accountant and we can work in together
and make it as seamless as possible for you.
I have over 20 years’ experience that can offer a range of
solutions to any business. I am a Certified Bookkeeper and a
member of the New Zealand Bookkeepers Association, as well as
a Xero certified Advisor.
a
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PO Box 3684, Richmond
027 337 6029
leah@lkadmin.co.nz
www.lkadmin.co.nz
lkeown.businessservices

Eco- friendly, Safe, and Affordable
Mid City Motor Lodge is an ionic building in the centre of Nelson
at 218 Trafalgar St.
It used to be four star accommodation over the years in the 80’s,
90’s and 2000’s. Its usage had changed and eventually turned
into long term accommodation.
We have taken over the lease of the site since June 2017. We are
doing our best to return the site to a full motel complex, doing
extensive upgrading of the rooms and offering exceptional
service.
Mid City Motel is becoming a very popular accommodation
option for tourists, travellers, and families.
Please consider Mid City Motel for your next company
accommodation or friends staying. We have a very competitive
rate and welcoming staff.
We are located right next to the famous Nelson Saturday Market.
a
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e
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218 Trafalgar St, Nelson City
021 0869 0926
happyseednz@gmail.com
www.nelsonaccommodations.co.nz
happyseedaccommodation

VILLA VICTORIA
LEAH KEOWN
Accounting, Payroll,
Software Consulting & Training

Intimate & Unique
Accommodation & Venue

m 027 337 6029
e

leah@lkadmin.co.nz
Are you looking for people to employ?

Announcing ... new small events venue for Nelson!

w lkadmin.co.nz
A FREE service for employersThe seamless link between you and your accountant ™

PreARE
and post
placement
support.
Combined
withTO
the traditional
YOU
LOOKING
FOR
PEOPLE
EMPLOY?
base of pastoral care that exemplifies The Salvation Army.

A FREE service for Employers

On-going post placement support is integral to the wrap
With pre and post placement support
around service which means that the employers can feel assured
that they, and their employees will be assisted through the
transitionwith
period.
Combined
traditional base of pastoral care that exemplifies

After moving to Nelson four years ago, Bob and Kerry purchased
a waterfront Villa on Victoria Road (circa 1909), with their main
goal being, “to share its beauty with others”.
Looking out to Haulashore Island and the Tasman Bay,
Villa Victoria boasts the most sensational views. Kerry who is a
celebrant (amongst other roles), offers Villa Victoria as a unique
venue for weddings or any special event. Picture it ... your own
beautiful individualised event, set in a unique and intimate
waterfront location, all for a very sensible cost.

The suggestion is not that
Theemployment
Salvation alone
Armyis the panacea
for this national problem of recidivisms but there is no other
immediate option to developing sustainable financial stability
for X offender’s.
The longer
that a former
n-going post placement
support
is integral
to theinmate
wrap remains
around service which means
We are that
happy to work with all budgets and meet any special
unemployed following release, the greater the risk that they will
requests
you desire. Our goal is to deliver your dream with
e employers can
feel assured that they, and their employees will be assisted through the
seek income through alternative means. Their fate impacts the
maximum fun, maximum style and minimum stress.
fate of families, businesses,
communities
and ultimately society
transition
period
If you are looking for a remarkable venue for your next wedding,
at large.
business meeting, accommodation or just a long lazy lunch,
Asnot
a team
weemployment
can make a difference.
forward
with for this national problem of
he suggestion is
that
alone Step
is the
panacea
Kerry is delighted to chat with you and see what your needs are.
The Salvation Army.

cidivisms but there is no other immediate option to developing sustainable financial staa 8 Victoria Rd, Stepneyville, Nelson
a 57 Rutherford St, Nelson
ility for X offender’s.
the longer that former inmate remains unemployed following
rep Kerry 0274 754 146
p 021 541 649
ase the greatere the
risk they will seek
income through alternative means. Their
fate
e kerryaitkensolutions@gmail.com
kim_rieter@nzf.salvationarmy.org
impacts the fate
families, businesses, communities and ultimately society atw large.
www.villavictoria.co.nz OR www.popupweddingnz.com
w of
www.salvationarmy.org.nz
Villa Victoria Nelson

As a team we can make a difference

Step forward with The Salvation Army
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BUSINESS ADVICE

Information Privacy and Cloud Services
As more businesses take advantage of the
Cloud to provide cost-effective applications and
services the importance of considering privacy
requirements for information stored elsewhere
needs to be taken into consideration.
In addition, your business may knowingly or unknowingly be
subject to global compliance or regulatory standards – for example
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which is the new
European data protection law which takes effect next May after a
two-year transition period.
If your business handles any personal data for individuals who reside
in the European Union then the requirements of the GDPR apply.
As the European Union is viewed as the role model on privacy
issues internationally, it would be reasonable to see these concepts
adopted elsewhere over time.

What can I do?
The most important thing that you can do as a business owner is to
ensure that you ask the right questions of your service provider or
take responsibility for the due diligence required in choosing what
Cloud Service to use.
As an example, Microsoft provide a wealth of information on
Compliance, Security & Privacy in one central location, the
Microsoft Trust Centre, which provides resources designed to help
understand your obligations, which global standards might apply
and how Office 365 provides peace of mind compliance backed by
independent audit.

BlueBerryIT wish all Chamber members
a safe and festive holiday season.
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Other Cloud providers can provide compliance standards but often
these are dependent on the choice of product and plan and may
come at additional cost.
Additional, independent information can be found at the Office
of the Privacy Commissioner website and BlueBerryIT strongly
recommend that you download the February 2013 report entitled
Cloud Computing – A guide to making the right choices.
As always if you have any questions get in touch with one of the
BlueBerry Bunch.

For more information, please contact:
phone 03

548 4923
www.blueberryit.co.nz
nelson office: 1/60 Achilles Ave, Nelson
blenheim office: 12 Sutherland Terrace, Blenheim

web

BUSINESS ADVICE

Tips for buying a commercial property
If you’re thinking about buying a commercial
property to house your own business, an
investment to lease out or a combination of the
two, there a number of considerations that may
affect your final choice of property. Whether it’s
an office, light industrial unit, retail premises or a
part of a larger complex there are some common
considerations that apply to commercial
properties. Here are some tips to help in your
decision-making process.
1. Structuring the purchase
The options include buying as an individual, as a partnership,
through a company or a trust. Your accountant will likely be able to
provide guidance on the best form of ownership structure for your
individual circumstances. Your accountant and lawyer will also be
able to discuss the GST implications of the purchase with you to
ensure you are aware of your GST obligations.

2. Properties that already have tenants
Include a careful review of the existing lease and any renewals or
variations. Once the property is transferred to you, you step into the
shoes of the outgoing landlord and become bound by the terms of
the lease. It is therefore important that you understand and accept
the terms of any leases, which are to continue beyond settlement.
If you would prefer to buy a particular property without a tenant,
you could try to negotiate the surrender of any existing leases. This
is where you and the tenant mutually agree to terminate the lease.
There is usually some financial compensation required to achieve
this.

4 LIM and Building Reports
Given the health and safety obligations on landlords, it is important
that you arrange for a qualified person to complete a building
inspection of the property as part of your investigations into the
property. Your lawyer should also check the property title and a LIM
Report for the property to ensure that the property is suitable for
your intended use and that there are no underlying issues.

5. Insurance
Make sure you know what you are in for in terms of premiums before
you buy. Also make sure you check with your insurer around what
types of insurance you will need e.g. public liability, contents etc.
Check zoning around such physical issues such as projected flooding
or land stability as well, as this will impact on what insurance you
may require and potentially also on whether insurance is available.

6. Unit titles
If the building or unit you’re buying is this form of ownership, you
will become part of a body corporate, which will have its own set of
rules and legal obligations, including levies.

7. Get professional advice
These are just a few areas to consider before entering into the
purchase process and the key advice is to get advice. It’s a lot more
technical and complicated than buying residential property and
purchasing mistakes can be costly, so sound legal advice is essential.

For more information please contact:

3. Finance
As with a residential purchase, ensure that you talk to your bank
before you enter into negotiations so you are clear on how much
you can borrow and the terms of that borrowing. The process to
obtain commercial bank lending is more complex than for residential
lending and you should get the process underway as soon as
possible to avoid any delays down the track. You should also ensure
that the agreement for sale and purchase is signed subject to you
obtaining finance, if finance isn’t unconditionally approved before
the agreement is signed.

Clare North
Associate Solicitor
Pitt & Moore
ddi
email

03 548 8349
clare.north@pittandmoore.co.nz

PARTNERS FOR SUCCESS
Ph: Nelson 03 548 8349, Richmond 03 543 9090 W: www.pittandmoore.co.nz
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TRAINING

Master’s degree
a first for NMIT
Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology (NMIT)
has taken another academic step by introducing its
first ever Master’s degree– and with a twist on the
typical offerings of post-graduate programmes.
NMIT is aiming at local business managers and owners, devising a choice of
elective courses with direct application
for industries such as aquaculture as
well as a Ma-ori management and leadership paper.
Part-time study options will be part of the
offering.
Acting chief executive Virginia Watson says
the different elements of NMIT’s Master
of Applied Management (MAM) make
it stand out from many other Master’s
programmes in New Zealand.
“Being able to offer a Master of Applied
Management (MAM) programme lifts
NMIT to another academic level. It’s
significant for the top of the South because
it can directly benefit local businesses and
the economy.”
Susannah Roddick, who has overseen
the programme development, says the

Ma-ori management and leadership
course is one of a number of electives
which means the degree can be tailored
to student needs. Others include “Finance
for managers”, “Risk management and
decision making and “Educational change
management.”

Virginia Watson says NMIT has a growing
depth of qualified people who will be
involved with the MAM programme. “The
industry electives, such as management
in sustainable aquaculture, or in logistics
and supply chains, reflect the strengths of
people at NMIT.”

She says the post-graduate programme
has been developed after consulting
with employers and potential students.
“They’ve told us they are looking for
education that can be directly applied to
their business and, therefore, which offers
a return on investment.”

She says the MAM is also likely to appeal
to overseas students.

Olivia Hall, a developer of the Ma-ori
management and leadership paper, says
it will compare indigenous and western
models with Ma-ori development activity.
“A key is understanding the evolution
from traditional to contemporary
leadership in Ma-ori tribal, business and
cultural contexts.”

Grow your skills in 2018
> From professional supervision to promotional
artwork graphic design and Te Reo
> Short Courses and part time study available
> Study online or on campus
> Gain practical knowledge for your world

Ki te whai Ao, ki to Ao Ma-rama
nmit.ac.nz call 0800 422 733
14
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Susannah Roddick says the 15-month
programme can also be studied parttime which will allow students to study
as they work.

More information
Visit: nmit.ac.nz/master
Phone: 0800 422 733
Email: info@nmit.ac.nz

SPONSOR ADVERTORIAL

Owning a new Honda has
been made even easier, with
onsite finance available, an
excellent low 1.7% interest rate
and same day approval,
through Honda Financial
Services, terms and conditions
do apply*
All vehicles come with a fully
transferable 5 year unlimited
km Warranty, with 24 hour, 7
day, National Roadside
Assistance as standard – just
choose the car that best suits
you. Call the team today.
*Finance Terms - 1.7% p.a Interest Rate* Available on ANY NEW HONDA CR-V, JAZZ, HR-V, CIVIC SEDAN OR CIVIC HATCH excludes Accord, Odyssey
and Civic Type R. Flexible weekly, fortnightly or monthly repayments. Trade-ins - any age, make & model

Chris Bowater, CEO of Bowater Honda
hands over the Honda CR-V keys to Eva
Maureau as this year’s Nelson Pine Industries
2017 Supreme Award winner.
Eva Maureau and Toine Houtenbos of
Abel Tasman Canyons happily holding their
collection of trophies & prizes at the Awards.

Grant Kerr (Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce), Eva Maureau of Abel Tasman Canyons, Chris Bowater & Nick D’everux from Bowater Honda.

This year’s Supreme Winners of the Nelson Pine Industries 2017
Business Awards know about performance & being driven.
The team at Bowater Honda and the wider
Bowater Motor Group are very excited to
congratulate Toine Houtenbos and Eva Maureau
from Abel Tasman Canyons on their wins at the
recent Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce
awards.
Part of the main prize for the Supreme Winner,
as well as all of the wonderful exposure, is three
months in a brand new 2018 Honda CR-V from
Bowater Honda in Achilles Ave.
A well deserving but very surprised Toine and his
partner Eva were clearly very happy at the
Awards night. With 3 months of comfortable,
safe and high tech driving ahead of them in the
new Honda CR-V, they are sure to be travelling
in style from their base in Motueka to the Abel
Tasman operation this summer. With a fun team
in the business the 7 seats will be put to great
use and we look forward to seeing them out and

Bowater
Honda

about making the most of their glorious new
adopted home!
They really do have an enviable job creating
wonderful holiday memories for those that come
and enjoy the canyons with them. We wish them
well for the future and look forward to some
more epic media content on their very engaging
online social platforms such as Facebook.
For everyone else reading this that did not win 3
months in the new Honda CR-V, fret not.
Bowater Honda have a wide range of
demonstrators across all models in the
showroom right now, and some very attractive
pricing and finance terms available to make the
journey into a new vehicle feel as exciting as if
you have been rewarded yourselves! Give Nick
or Ken a call and organise a test drive. The new
technology, safety and performance in the
Honda range is indeed a winning formula.

82 Achilles Ave,
Wakatu Carpark
Nelson.
ph: 03 548 7179

Nick D’evereux 027 443 6777
Ken Allan 027 440 7307
www.bowaters.co.nz/honda
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2017

BUSINESS AWARDS

Adele Graham, Matt Gill, Clare Hall-Smith and Patrick Smith

Hamish and Da Neille Fletcher with Rangi and Jeff Hulme

Sinead Byrne, Zoe Marshall, Riki-Lee Newport, Holly Young,
Cydnie Finnie, Laura Ryder and Jahmaica Huntly

The Nelson Forests team

Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce team

Jenny van Workum, Selwyn Mason and Ru Collin

Fiona and Brad McNeill and Sarah and Andrew Broad

Last year’s Supreme Award winners, the MyTax team

PHOTO CREDIT: Tim Cuff Photography

Abel Tasman Business Award winners

Merry Christmas and happy holidays
from the Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce
The Chamber team wish you, your family and employees a safe and fun-filled holiday season, and we thank you for your ongoing support

Please join us at our final Chapman ER Business After Five event at Fords Restaurant & Bar
at 5.30pm on Wednesday 13 December
We look forward to bringing you a full line up of events in 2018
16
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